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Gramophone August 2016
Editor’s Choice 
Harmonia Mundi HMC902245
Wolf ‘Kennst du das Land?’ 
Sophie Karthäuser [soprano] Eugene Asti [pf] 
http://www.gramophone.co.uk/review/wolf-kennst-du-das-land

Editor’s Choice 
Onyx ONYX4150
Tchaikovsky: Symphonies 1,2, 5
RLPO/Petrenko
http://www.gramophone.co.uk/review/tchaikovsky-symphonies-nos-12-5

 



RELEASE DATE
19TH AUGUST 2016

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: HMC902242 
Barcode: 3149020224229
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jean-Guihen Queyras [cello]
Bijan Chemirani [zarb drum]
Keyvan Chemirani [daf drum]
Sokratis Sinopoulos [lyre]

Thrace
Sunday Morning Sessions
Jean-Guihen Queyras

Launched in 2015, 'Latitudes' is a new series from the harmonia mundi classical music label dedicated to ‘classical
musics of the world’. The series is dedicated to recording musicians who, though they operate within the framework of
traditional music, bring new light to their art. Their intention is not to challenge the musical traditions of their own
countries, but to enrich with invention and creativity.

In the 3rd and 2nd century BC, the civilisation of Thrace was that of an adventurous and inquisitive people, open to
exchange with other cultures, and as such, is rather a beautiful metaphor for the ensemble that has gathered around
Jean-Guihen Queyras, a musician not as far removed from his Classical repertoire as you might think. From the
captivating percussion of the Chemirani brothers, who grew up alongside Queyras on the hillsides of Haute Provence, to
the magical lyra of Sokratis Sinopoulos, these 'Sunday morning sessions' open gateways into undiscovered musical
worlds. Contemporary exploration, improvisation and the traditional music of the Mediterranean converge, all swept up in
the same powerful and irresistible spirit.

Track listing:
1.	Frank Leriche: Khamse		3:28
2.	Sinopoulos: Nihavent Semai		7:09
3.	Witold Lutoslawski: Sacher Variation		3:52
4.	Ostad Mohamad Reza Lofti: Zarbi é Shustari		6:14
5.	Anon: Visite nocturne		2:13
6.	Anon: I would I were a bird		6:19
7.	Anon: Sunday morning		4:37
8.	Bijon & Keyvan Chemirani: Dast é Kyan		7:07
9.	Jorg Widmann: Étude Digitale		5:24
10.	Anon: Hasapiko		5:57
11.	Ross Daly: Karsilama		3:16
12.	Anon: Dance in 7/8		7:21



RELEASE DATE
19TH AUGUST 2016

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: World music/Asia -
Oceania
Catalogue No: HMC902229
Barcode: 3149020222928
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Wu Wei [sheng]
Wang Li [Jew's harp]

Overtones
Les Saisons Harmoniques
Wu Wei
Wang Li

Launched in 2015, 'Latitudes' is a new series from the harmonia mundi classical label dedicated to ‘classical music of the
world’. The series is dedicated to recording musicians who, though they operate within the framework of traditional
music, bring new light to their art. Their intention is not to challenge the musical traditions of their own countries, but to
enrich with invention and creativity.

Wang Li and Wu Wei play the kouxian (Jew’s harp) and the sheng respectively. An astonishing musical encounter
between two immense artists of the oriental tradition, one living in Paris, the other in Berlin, who focus their skills on a
different breath and time, on harmonics that grip the listener with telluric force. With its inspired use of the Chinese mouth
organ and a multitude of instruments including the musicians’ own bodies, this is music that deserves to be experienced.

Track listing:
1. The Chant of Stars 6:36
2. Overtone Dance I - Autumn 5:51
3. Far Away to Home 7:51
4. Overtone Dance II - Summer Wind 5:50
5. Overtones of the Sky 2:24
6. Sismic Echo 5:23
7. Sun and Snow 5:53
8. Dragon Dance 3:49
9. Morning Prayer 8:58
10. Overtone Dance III - Spring 4:33
11. Overtone Dance IV - Winter Heart 5:30
12. Five Leaf Clover 6:27
13. Away 6:07



RELEASE DATE
19TH AUGUST 2016

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: World
music/Middle-East
Catalogue No: HMC905277
Barcode: 3149020527726
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Kayhan Kalhor [kamancheh]
Aynur [vocals]
Salman Gambarov [piano]
Cemil Qocgiri [tanbur]

Hawniyaz
Kayhan Kalhor
Aynur
Salman Gambarov
Cemil Qocgiri

Launched in 2015, 'Latitudes' is a new series from the harmonia mundi classical label dedicated to ‘world classical
music’. 'Latitudes' is dedicated to recording musicians who, though they operate within the framework of traditional
music, bring new light to their art. Their intention is not to challenge the musical traditions of their own countries, but to
enrich with invention and endless creativity. 

In Kurdish, 'Hawniyaz' means something like: “Everybody needs everybody else, each of us is there for the other.”  The
name is thus a perfect fit for the four extraordinary musicians of this ensemble, who came together, somewhat by
chance, at the Morgenland Festival in Osnabrück: the Iranian 3-time Grammy-nominated virtuoso of the kamancheh
(spike fiddle), Kayhan Kalhor, had played with leading Turkish Kurd singer Aynur in Yo-Yo Ma's Silk Road Ensemble.
They are joined by tanbur (lute) player Cemil Qocgiri, a German-born Kurd, and the noted Azerbaijani classical/jazz
pianist Salman Gambarov.
  
By marrying their sensibilities, and each member’s personal sound, they have created a universe which unites the
Kurdish and Persian music traditions, with just a touch of the West.  This magical osmosis reminds us how enriching the
influence of migrating peoples can be for all the world’s cultures.

Track listing:
1. Delalê 15:56
2. Rewend 11:48
3. Xidire Min 10:49
4. Malan Barkir - Bêrîvanê 9:38
5. Ehmedo - Ez Reben I'm 9:20



RELEASE DATE
19TH AUGUST 2016

Label: Aparté
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: AP114
Barcode: 3149028076721
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Romain Leleu [trumpet]
Enemble Convergences

Inspirations
Romain Leleu 

"The man who is restoring the trumpet's prestige" is how Télérama described Romain Leleu, both a worthy
representative of the purest tradition of the French trumpet school and a musician-adventurer, always ready to explore
new universes.
Since winning the Victoires de la Musique Classique award in 2009, Romain Leleu has made a name for himself on the
international scene, demonstrating breathtaking technique combined with a sonority of rare beauty.
Now, going off the beaten track, Romain Leleu has decided to follow his 'Inspirations' (the title of this new album) and
take his trumpet on a journey from early-20th-century salons to Latin American dance floors. He revisits melodies as
legendary as they are spellbinding with elegance and jubilation.

1. Joseph Kosma, Les Feuilles mortes
2. Grigoras Dinicu, Hora Staccato
3. Astor Piazzolla, Fuga y misterio
4. Ennio & Andrea Morricone, Cinema Paradiso
5. Gabriel Fauré, Après un rêve
6. Georges Bizet & Manuel Doutrelant, Fantaisie sur Carmen
7. Reynaldo Hahn, L’Heure exquise
8. Louis-Claude Daquin, Le Coucou
9. Antônio Carlos Jobim, Águas de Março
10. Antônio Carlos Jobim, Chega de saudade
11. Vincent Peirani, Random Obsession (creation)
12. Johann Sebastian Bach, Aria (from BWV 1068)
13. Pablo de Sarasate, Zapateado
14. Kurt Weill, Youkali
15. Luiz Bonfá, Manhã de Carnaval
 
  https://soundcloud.com/apartemusic/kosma-les-feuilles-mortes-romain-leleu-ensemble-convergences
   

https://soundcloud.com/apartemusic/kosma-les-feuilles-mortes-romain-leleu-ensemble-convergences


RELEASE DATE
19TH AUGUST 2016

Label: Praga Digitals
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: PRD250340
Barcode: 3149028083927
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Charles Münch

Charles Münch in Boston
A Strasburger in Boston
works by Berlioz, Franck, Saint-Saëns, Debussy, Fauré, Ravel & Roussel
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Charles Münch

An exhibition of French musical pictures imortalised by Charles Münch (1891-1968), who succeeded Serge Koussevitzky
as conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. It comprises unpublished works as well as historic recordings which
have lost none of their intoxicating power, such as César Franck’s frenzied Hunt, Debussy’s (not so gallant) 'Fêtes' or
Ravel’s famous brooding waltz. 

tracks and recording dates tbc



Launched in 2015, Latitudes is a new series dedicated to ‘world 
classical music’.
Just as in the recent decades there has been a new approach towards 
the early music and baroque repertoires, Latitudes is dedicated to 
recording musicians who, though they operate within the framework 
of traditional music, bring new light to their art. Rather than simply 
adapting traditional music instruments to world music rhythms, they 
open the repertoire up as avant-garde composers have in the 
western tradition. Their intention is not to challenge the musical 
traditions of their own countries, but to enrich it with their invention 
and endless creativity. This project allows us to find new meaning in 
the universal quest for absolute artistic integrity and poetic vision 
which reaches beyond the barriers of language and genre - an 
awakening!

Following Dawâr with the Chemirani Trio and Overtones with Wang 
Li and Wu Wei, Hawniyaz is the third album released in the Latitudes 
series. In Kurdish, Hawniyaz roughly translates as: “Everybody needs 
everybody else, each of us is there for the other”. This mantra is a 
natural fit for the four extraordinary musicians of this ensemble, who 
came together, somewhat by chance, at the Morgenland Festival in 
Osnabrück.  In bringing together their own sensibilities and personal 
sound, they have united the Kurdish and Persian music traditions, with 
just a touch of the West.  This magical osmosis reminds us just how 
enriching the influence of migrating peoples can be for all the world’s 
cultures.

Trio Chemirani’s Dawâr was the first release of Latitudes (Spring 
2015). “There is never a sense of drumming for its own sake, but 
instead the players develop a sense of language to each number. 
What is striking is the sheer variety of sound the draw from the 
instruments, be it a thwack on the barrel of the instrument or a 
gentle stroke instead of a curt beat.” 
MusicWeb International - 23rd March 2015
CD HMC 905273

- July 31, Womad Charlton Park / U.K.
- September 14th to 17th,  Amsterdam / NL, Morgenland Festival, 

Bimhuis
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press contacts
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www.harmoniamundi.com

19th August 2016

AYNUR IN CONCERTS

HAWNIYAZ 
Kayan Kalhor, kamancheh

Aynur, voice
Salman Gambarov, piano

Cemîl Qoçgirî, tanbur
CD HMC 905277

RELEASE DATE 
19th August 2016
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Classical Traditions of the World 
New releases
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The breath of harmonics.

Wang Li and Wu Wei play the kouxian (Jew’s harp) and the sheng 
respectively. An astonishing musical encounter between two immense 
artists of the oriental tradition, one living in Paris, the other in Berlin, 
who focus their skills on a different breath and time, on harmonics 
that grip the listener with telluric force. With its inspired use of the 
Chinese mouth organ and a multitude of instruments including the 
musicians’ own bodies, this is music that deserves to be experienced 
– the experience of a sound that is quite simply indescribable!

In the 3rd and 2nd century B.C., the civilisation of Thrace was that of 
an adventurous and inquisitive people, open to exchange with other 
cultures. A rather beautiful metaphor for the ensemble that has 
gathered around Jean-Guihen Queyras, and not as far removed from 
his “classical” repertoire as one might think.  From the captivating 
percussion of the Chemirani brothers, who grew up alongside 
Queyras on the hillsides of Haute Provence, to the magical lyra of 
Sokratis Sinopoulos, these “Sunday morning sessions” open gateways 
into undiscovered musical worlds.  Contemporary exploration, 
improvisation and the traditional music of the Mediterranean 
converge, all swept up in the same powerful and irresistible spirit.

- WANG LI / WU WEI
- July 22th,  New York, Lincoln Center.

PRESS RELEASE

press contacts
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LES CONCERTS

OVERTONES 
Wu Wei, sheng

Wang Li, guimbard
CD HMC 902229

RELEASE DATE 
 19th August 2016

- TRIO CHEMIRANI
- October 29th, Budapest, Trafo House of Contemporary Arts

- Jean-Guihen Queyras complete list on harmoniamundi.com

THRACE 
Sunday Morning Sessions

Jean-Guihen Queyras, cello
Sokratis Sinopoulos, lyra

Bijan Chemirani, zarb
Keyvan Chemirani, daf

CD HMC 902242

          RELEASE DATE 19th August 2016
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